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Abstract 

Electric and hybrid cars is one of the technologies to reduce the uses of fossil fuel. What is common 

with an electric car and a hybrid car is the use of battery to store electrical energy. To sustain high 

performance, long lifetime and to keep high safety in an electric vehicle it’s very important to 

control the temperature of the battery cells. Therefore it’s important to have a sufficient and well-

designed cooling system that can keep the battery cells within recommended temperature range 

when the car is driving. 

In this thesis, battery cooling and battery heat generation in the KTH formula student car “EV12e” 

are simulated and analyzed. The first part is to modulate the heat production that can occur when 

driving the car at the formula student competition. The second part is analyzing predesigned air-

cooling. 

The “Thévenin Equivalent circuit” was used as battery model with a fixed value of cells internal 

resistance, the heat was approximated with Joule heating and the internal chemical heating was 

neglected. By using logged data from last year’s car “EV11e” on Silverstone 2015, a drive cycle 

could be estimated for EV12e with driving time and by using a parametric study of driving 

behavior. To simulate the airflow and heat transfer in cooling channels the software “COMSOL 

Multiphysics®”. Simplified geometric structure of the battery and cooling channels were imported 

to the software together with parameters specified from the car “EV12e”. This data was then used 

to simulate the temperature changes in the battery. 

The result showed that the battery generates 0.8-1.4MJ heating at 500-900W, for driving time of 

25 minutes and a specific driving behavior. When driving at 500W output power under outdoor 

temperature of 30OC, the maximum temperature of the battery reaches 49OC at the end of the race. 

If the driver uses the maximum theoretical power output, the internal heating can come up to 

950W after 25 min driving and reaches temperature of 64OC with the initial and outdoor 

temperature of 25OC.  

The pre-designed air cooling can manage to keep the battery temperature under the maximum 

allowable battery cell temperature with the outdoor temperature at 25OC or lower.  

If the outdoor temperature is higher than 25OC the driver will have to consider the battery 

temperature when driving and should avoid quick accelerations. 
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Sammanfattning 

Eldrivna bilar och elhybridbilar är en av de tekniska lösningarna för att minska användandet av 

fossila bränslen. Gemensamt för el och hybridbilar är att båda använder sig av batterier för att lagra 

elektrisk energi. För att erhålla bra prestanda, livslängd och säkerhet i ett eldrivet fordon är 

batteriernas temperatur en mycket avgörande faktor. För att undvika att temperaturen blir allt för 

hög i battericellerna behövs ett väldesignat kylsystem för att ta hand om värmeutvecklingen som 

uppstår inuti cellerna när bilen körs. 

I den här rapporten analyseras luftkylningen och värmeutvecklingen av högspänningsbatteriet i 

KTH Formulastudent bilen ”EV12e”.  Arbetet är uppdelat i två delar: Första delen handlar om att 

göra en modell för värmeutvecklingen som uppstår i battericellerna vid tävling, andra delen utgörs 

av CFD med värmeöverföring och analysera om den redan designade luftkylningen är tillräcklig 

för att undvika överhettning under körning. 

I modell uppställningen för spillvärme användes Thévenin Equivalent ciruct som batterimodell och 

majoriteten av spillvärmen antogs komma från Ohm:isk  uppvärmning.  

Genom att utgå från kör data med KTH Formula student bil ”EV11e” som tävlade 2015 på 

Silverstone kunde en modifierad körcykel för EV12e tas fram utifrån antagande om körtid och 

förarbeteende. 

För att simulera luftflöde i kylkanaler, värmeöverföring och batteriets temperatur användes 

simuleringar med FEM i programmet COMSOL Multiphysics®.  

I programmet importerades en geometrisk förenklad modell av batteriet till ”EV12e” samt in 

parametrar med bland annat den beräknade värmeutvecklingen. 

Resultatet var att batteriet genererar 0,8-1,4M Joule resistiv värme, vilket ger en genomsnittlig 

uppvärmning av 500-900W om körtiden antas vara 25minuter.  

Vid en körstill där batteriet genererar 500W spillvärme och en utomhus temperatur av 30OC blir 

den högsta uppmäta temperaturen 49OC efter körning.  

Om föraren istället använder maximala kapaciteten av batteriet kan den interna uppvärmningen bli 

som mest 950W vilket ger en högsta temperatur på 64OC om utomhus temperaturen är 25OC.  

Slutsatsen är att batteriets kylsystem klarar av att hantera värmeutveckling i batteriet för en utomhus 

temperaturen är som mest 25OC, om utomhustemperaturen är högre behöver förare anpassa sin 

körstill för att inte riskera att batterierna blir varmare än den maximala temperaturen på 65OC. 
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1 Introduction 

Today the transportation sector uses one fourth of the total energy usage in Sweden, the main 

energy source comes from fossil fuel [1]. Usage of fossil fuel creates greenhouse gas that result in 

climate changes. One environmental friendly alternative in automobile sector is electric vehicle 

(EV), EV has higher efficiency in the drivetrain in compressing to a combustion engine based 

vehicles. EV have a smaller environmental foot print from driving, especial if the electrical energy 

is produced from renewable energy sources, for example: solar/hydro/wind-power. When 

comparing different energy technologies with electric or hybrid vehicle, it is important to consider 

from life cycle perspective.   

From an environmental perspective the production and recycling of the battery is not negligible. 

The production of Lithium-ion battery creates high emission of CO2, SO2 and other air pollutants, 

this has a significant impact of the total lifetime emission of an electric car [2]. On top of the air 

pollution the environment around mining site will be affected when extracting lithium and other 

rare-earth metal like Cobalt that’s needed for battery manufacturing.  

The Lithium ion batteries have a limited amount of charge/discharge cycles it can perform before 

it’s, with time and usage the battery capacity will decrease. When it’s not good enough the battery 

can be recycle and save 30% of the energy compare to produce from non-reusable material of old 

battery cells[3]. 

The lifetime of tractive battery in EV is critical and is defined when the nominal capacity have 

decrees to 80% of the original capacity. Factors that affect the life time is divided in to parts, one 

consider calendar aging and second cycling (charge/discharge). Calendar aging is that battery 

capacity decrease by age (years), cycling is that the capacity decrees for every charge and discharge. 

 

1.1 Formula Student – test ground for future engineers 

Formula student is a worldwide competition for engineering student competition have teams 

from University’s all over the world.  

In formula student competition is about to design, construct and built an formula car to ultimate 

test of the car and performance is to run the entire endurance that’s a 22 km track with were the 

cars reliability get tested. 

KTH Formula Student 

 

Figure 1. KTH Formula Student car "EV12e", 2016 

This year the designing and production have been of the 12th formula student car and the 5th electric 

ones at KTH. With knowledge from last year years car EV11e it have been designed a new car 

upgraded version that’s called ev12e (figure 1). EV12 is a rear powered car with 2 electrical engines, 
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maximum performance of both motors is together 80KW. To storage the electrical energy it have 

one battery package with 270 Lithium-ion battery cells (LiCoO2) EPS6300, 135 in series 2 parallel.  

Output from the battery box is 405-567V and have a nominal capacity of 6.3 KWh. The battery is 

monitored by a battery management system (BMS) that contain a security function that will turn 

of the car before any cell get to a critical state with to high/low temperature or voltage. EV12e 

have a design weight of 220kg. Because of the car EV12e is based on same concept as former year 

car EV11e, it’s possible to use knowledge and practical data to modulate and design before the new 

car is build. 

 

 

Figure 3: “EV11e” driving 22km endurance in UK 2015 (left) 

 

KTH formula student Car of 2015 EV11e were competing in United Kingdome at Silverstone 

circuit in the Formula student competition FSUK 2015. In formula student competition they have 

4 different dynamic events where the car is driving in. Figure 2 showing last year’s car competing 

in endurance witch is the part of the competition where the car have to drive 22 km as fast as 

possible. Endurance take around 25 minutes for the top teams and up to 40 minutes for the slower 

cars [4]. This event is the most critical part of the competition for overheat the battery. Figure 3 

show the logged data with current and voltage use of EV11e. The peak power is 50 KW and an 

energy consumption of 3.5 KWh in a time of 35 minutes. 

Some major differences with the cars is that EV11e was: 80 kg heavier, battery package 192 lithium-

ion cells with 8Ah from another brand. The battery cooling had some similarities with air cooling 

but the geometric design have been modified with longer air channels. No temperature data have 

been recorded or logged from last year’s battery. This year the car EV12e will be competing in the 

formula student competition that’s located in Italy. Major concern is that the outdoor temperature 

in Italy can become much higher than in England. 

  

Figure 2 Logged data endurance FSUK with current and voltage  
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2 Research Questions and limitation: 

This project going to analyze and simulate the air cooling of EV12e traction battery. From the 

simulation it should answer if the current air cooling design is sufficient enough to keep the battery 

below the maximum allowed temperature when driving the car at a formula student competition. 

Question to be answered: 

 Waste heat that is generated in the battery cells when the car is driving a  22km Formula 

student endurance race, applied  on “EV12e” design 

 Maximum outdoor temperature the current designed cooling system can keep the battery 

temperature below maximum allowed cell temperature (65OC) 

 

 

Figure 4, schematic diagram of battery temperature 

To drive the car, motors need electrical energy that is chemical storage in the battery. When a 

current charge/discharge the battery some losses occur as waste heat. Figure 4 show characteristic 

when temperature increase in battery. The waste heat will heat up the battery cells, if no heat is 

transferred from the cells they will get overheated. Parameters that will affect the temperature of 

the cells is outdoor temperature, drive cycle of vehicle, heat transfer (solid and fluid) and heat 

capacity (cells). In racing application it’s important to keep the battery temperature under the limit 

of overheating (Safety aspect). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Input  value for EV12e (Some assumed) 

Maximum battery temperature 65OC 

(Critical temperature) [Appendix i] 

Race time, 22km endurance 25 minutes  
(Placing 3 in endurance [4]) 

Outdoor temperature 25°C  
(Italy summer) 

Battery capacity  6,3 KWh  
(Maximum capacity) 

Drive cycle  Driving cycle from FSUK 2015 
(Real logged data) 

Battery geometry CAD from KTH Formula student for EV12e 
(figure 5) 

Table 1, Initial parameters for simulations 
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Table 1 provide input parameters for the analyses of the battery, some of these value have 

been assumed based on former testing and experiences in KTH formula student.  

 

Figure 5: (to left) battery package for EV12e. (Right) Battery stacks with 54 lithium-ion cells 

The air cooling channels of the already designed battery box for EV12e is going to be simulated 

and analyzed Figure 5, show the structure of the battery with 5 stacks. The cooling air is going in 

from the left hand side of the battery. After passing the air inlets the air is forced with 10 fans 

trough the battery stacks. Each battery stack have 4 air channels maid of gaps were each is 2mm 

wide, 100mm high and 400mm long. 

  

Cooling channels 
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3 Method 

If the internal heat is greater than battery gets warmer than they are manufactures specified 

temperature the car will shut down by the inbuilt computer for safety reason  

to prevent this event for happen there by are very important that the cooling capacity is design to 

handle all generated heat that the battery will produce. 

3.1 Heat production in battery 

Heat is generated in lithium-ion battery mainly consists of three parts: chemical reactions heat, 

polarization heat and Joule’s heat (Zhang and Li, 2010). 

3.1.1 Battery models 

To describe all the internal physical and electrochemical processes that occurring in a battery cell 

are complex and difficult to modulate, hence the battery in general are analyzed by parametric study 

and describe from external observable behaviors with a mathematical model approach. 

Parameters that’s possible to measure momentarily is voltage at the battery terminal [Vt] and 

Current [A] and temperature [oC]. With the relationship between voltage and current and how it 

depending on each other, it’s possible to modulate an approximation that represent the battery’s 

behavior with fundamental electrical circuits. 

The processes inside the cells are possible to describe more detailed with electrochemical and 

physical process but hence they are complex and this report will only analyzing the heat generation 

this report refer to other literature for more detailed information 

Depending on how accurate and complex model that is needed for analyze and if the model should 

take in account of a dynamic process were the current in the battery will constant or changing, 

there is some different common used equality circuits.  

3.1.2 Circuit diagram for a cell  

The voltage that determent wen a cell is resting and not having any current flowing through the 

battery is called open circuit voltage OCV. 

  

3.1.3 Thévenin Equivalent Circuit [ESR] 

A simplified way to make a parametric model of a battery cell is assume that the cell is an ideal 

voltage source. From a physical point of view it would mean that the voltage source don’t have any 

resistance or impedance. This assumption is only a good approximation if the discharge or charge 

current is low enough in relation to the resistance and impedance. 

In reality everything that can conduct electrons have electrical resistance. It can be examined in a 

fundamental experimental were a batteries voltage is measured for different current, a higher 

discharge current will decrees the voltage UT at the battery terminal. It can be estimated with  Ohm’s 

Law (eq. 1) were it describe the relationship between voltage drop Ud, the internal resistance R0 and 

the current reality a large discharge current I . 
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Figure 6. Battery model consist of Ideal voltage source with a series resistance. 

 

0dU I R     (Eq. 1) 

The limit of the battery model is that a battery have some inductance and capacitance that will 

affect the UT at when the voltage/current is rapidly changing. Because the electrical energy storage 

in battery is establish by chemical reaction. What’s important to know is that the resistance R0 is in 

reality not a fix value. The resistance variate by temperature, state of charge and the battery’s age, 

also it can allow be different during charging and discharging that is describe in battery cell of. 

 

2

0q I R     (Eq.2) 

Total heat generated over a driving cycle is possible to calculate by integrating the power losses 

over time to waste heat in the battery cells. [5] 

 

2 2

, 0 0

0

(t) (t)

t

Cell heatQ I R dt I R t         (Eq.3) 

For the model the internal resistance have to measure or calculated, these value is not provided by 

the battery manufacture. To get the value some practical measurements have to be done. The 

instrument that was used was ICharger 106B+, the instrument was connected to cells and then an 

internal program was used witch analyses the battery parameters.  

  

Figure 7, Measurement of the internal resistance with ICharger 106B+ 

To reduce the fault from wires, instrument and cell connector the test was run with different numbers cells 

in series, what was noted at test was the first connected cell had high resistance.  

By adding a second or more cells in series and measure the increasing resistance a more accurate value was 

detected. 
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Number of cell pair in series Internal 

Resistance [Ω] 

1 9 m Ω 

2 13m Ω 

3 15m Ω 

4 19m Ω 

5 21m Ω 

Average internal resistance  4.2m Ω 

Table 2: Experimental measurements of internal resistance of EPS6300 Li-ion cells 

 

The instrument didn’t have any better precision than +-1 Ohm so the value in the simulation that 

will be use is 4mΩ. The first value when only measure one cell pair show that the instrument have 

and non-linearity, most likely appear of the instrument or wire fault that give that the resistance of 

the first cell is much higher than when adding each cell pair in series.  There by this measurement 

shall only be treated as rough value for simulation, in Appendix A with datasheet of the cells it can 

be seen that the internal reactance is 1.8mΩ at 1 kHz.  

 

  

Figure 8, extended battery model with one or two RC circuits. 

To get a better estimation the battery can be modulated as a resistor and one or a few RC circuits 

in sere. Then by connecting the cell to a load that can charge and discharge the battery with square 

pulses and then measure how the voltage change, it’s possible with mathematic to calculate the 

value of R0, Rct and Cdl.. For best knowledge of the internal heat, the testing rig shall be equipped 

with a thermal isolated container for the battery with a cooling circuit where the temperature is 

monitored and waste heat is logged. The necessary equipment wasn’t possible to use for this project 

within the frame of time and budget, but can be used for future improvements. 

3.1.4 Heat generated when driving: 

From figure 2 the drive cycle of a Formula student car EV11e with logged data from endurance 

driving in FSUK2015, to be able to compare the battery and data some factor have to be change 

to an better simulation. The voltage is higher in EV12e and have been scaled with nominal voltage 

of each battery pack of the different car, the current have been decreased to remain the same output 

power. Scale factor is: 

0

0

, 12
1.41

, 11

V EV e

V EV e
    [Eq. 4] 
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The goal is that the car shall drive faster than last year and thereby use more power from the 

battery. By introduce a dimensionless quantity the driving behavior can be variated.   

12

11

EV e
Amplification

EV e

P
P

P
     [Eq. 5] 

With modified driving data from EV11e and the battery model of EV12e the heat generation is 

approximated with a Thévenin Equivalent Circuit and the resistance of the cell pairs is set to 4ohm 

witch is the average resistance from measured data. Because of driver’s behaver have a great impact 

of the lap time and energy consumption the battery have to be able to be design to handle different 

duty cycle.  

 

 Figure 9: Calculated value for EV12e in 22km endurance. Power amplification140%  

 

When increasing the power amplification to 180%, the total used power is 6.3kwh of energy output 

which is the maximum nominal theoretical capacity.  

3.2 Heat transfer & CFD Simulation 

To keep the temperature of the battery within the safe range in EV12e a cooling system can be 

needed, the battery is designed to be air-cooled by forced convection. Forced convection is when 

the movement of the fluid (air) are resulting from an external force, in this application by a Fan. 

The battery box is containing of 5 separate compartments were each compartment have one battery 

stack, the battery stack is cooled by 2 fan in a push-pull configuration.  

To calculate the airflow and thermal heat transfer the program COMSOL Multiphysics was used 

with the plug in Thermal heat and laminar air flow. 

Because of the temperature will variate by time and how different parameters are used, the study 

in COMSOL will be time dependent, in the time will be set to 1500sec in all simulations. 
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Figure 10. Battery stack, containing of 54 li-ion cells with 6.3 Ah each cell 

3.2.1 Simplified 3d geometry and mesh 

To modulate the air flow and heat transfer in COMSOL Multiphysics® the computer have to 

solve a lot of calculation with computerized fluid dynamic (CFD) and heat transfer [9]. To apply 

the equation and solve them on a geometric model the computer have to generate an MESH witch 

convert the CAD model to a net of connected nodes. To be able to make the calculations with the 

limited computation power, the battery had to be scaled down. In this case it was simplified to only 

calculate the heat and air flow along one cooling channel and the battery cells in contact with the 

air channel. The battery containing 20 cooling channels in the battery pack, in the simulation only 

the air channels with cells on each cells were calculated with the assumption that the air will get 

hottest were booth side of the air gap is contact with warm battery cells. 

  

 

Figure 11 –CFD of heat transfer in one air channel with battery cells on each side 

The simplified 3d module that was used contained of 18 rectangular block that was in battery cell 

size, air channels were added in between the cells.  

Simplified geometry 

for Simulation with the 

“green” cells 
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Figure 12, 3d model of one air channel for cooling and interacting batterycells 

2 rows of 9cells with air gap in between, the only heat transfer is between the air channels and the 

battery cells, all other cell surfaces assume to be adiabatic. 

 

Figure 13-  Mesh used in the CFD calculations 

 

The mesh is the web who is connecting the defined parameter and equation to calculate with FEA, 

it solves equations with how air and heat transfer and changing over the given geometry.  

By having a more fine mesh the number of calculation will increase, but the accuracy will also be 

better.  

3.2.2 Simulated Physics and Parameter for the simulation 

In the simulation there have been modulated with one “Laminar flow” (CFD) module, the “Heat 

transfer” module that can calculate heat transfer in solid and fluids. To connect the air flow and 

the heat transfer one Multiphysics “Non-isothermal flow” this will combined the heat from the 

battery and simulate the air get heated up along the air channel.   

 

Parameters inputted as global variable COMSOL 

Name Expression Value Description 

Initial_temp 273.15 + 25 [K] 298.15 K Outdoor temp 

k_conductity_battery 3 3 [w/m*k] Thermal conductivity of the lithium cells 

P_atm 101325 1.0133E5 standard pressure at sea level 
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Name Expression Value Description 

P_losses_bat 3.3W*18 60 Heat losses in battery 1/15 of the full 

battery. 

Cp_lipo 1011.8 [8] 1011.8 

J/kg*k 

Heat capacity of battery cells 

Roh_lipo 0.133/(0.144*0.

009*0.046) 

2230.9 

Kg/m2 

density of battery cell (weight/volume) 

Fan_pressure 65[Pa] 65 Pa Pressure from cooling fan 

Fan_freeflow_v 0.55/4[m^3/s] 0.1375[m

^3/s] 

Maximum airflow in one fan divided in 4 

channels 

 

 

 

 

Laminar Flow was used to simulate the air that was going through the cooling channels, turbulent 

flow would been a better representation but the computation time would have been too much and 

not possible to solve without use of computer cluster. 

Used products to simulate CFD Module in COMSOL Multiphysics, the internal Wall were set with 

boundary condition for laminar flow with no slip along the internal walls in the cooling channels, 

figure14. 

 

Figure 14- No slip boundary condition at internal walls against air 

The batteries are cooled by forced convection, to create the movement of air it will be 10 fan were 

5 parallel fan will push air in to the battery box and 5 parallel fan who will pull air out from the 

stack. The fan that’s designed to be use is “NMB 06015VA-24P-AA-00”. One fan was cooling 4 

air channels so the free flow air volume was divided in 4 but the maximum static pressure was 

assumed to be same as the maximum pressure. 

Table 2: Global parameters used in COMSOL simulations 
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Figure 15 - Thermal Insulation walls 

The heat simulation is assumed that only the contact face between the air channels and the cells 

are able to transfer heat, figure 14. 

3.2.3 Parametric study 

By variate the value of some parameters where the accuracy of the assumed value was unknown it 

was possible to get an understanding of how the value affected the maximum battery temperature. 

 Temperature sweep was adjusted from 25oC to 35oC with 5OC interval. 

 Internal cell heating was adjusted from 190w, 460w, 680w and 950w 

 Fan pressure: 40, 65 and 90Pa 

 Heat conductivity in the li-ion cells: 3,5 and 10 [w/m*k] 

 Temperature distribution variate along the cooling channel 
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4 Result and discussion 

 To be answer: maximum outdoor temperature KTH Formula Student car “EV12e” can compete 

in a 22km endurance without overheating the battery cells with more than 65 degrees. 

 

Depending on the car, track and driver the battery have to deliver different amount of power in 

different driving cycle, in table 3 it’s modulated with a power amplification which is a parameter to 

simulate how different driving profile will give different amount of waste heat in the battery cells. 

The amount of waste heat is quadratic related to the power use, this gives that an aggressive driving 

stile generate a lots of energy. With the battery model in chapter 3.1 the maximum average 

generated heat in the battery can be 900W if the driving time is 25 min. If the driver going the last 

year car EV11e in UK the average heating by cells is 200W.   

4.1 Temperature and heating  

How dose temperature change over time for an assumed competition case? 

With an internal heating of 500w speed over the 270 cells and an average air speed of 4m/s in the 

air gap between the cells. The starting temp is set to 30C. 

 EV11e (Reference) 

Silverstone 2015 

EV12 – Pamplification = 1.4 

(25minutes) 

EV12 – Pamplification = 1.6 

(25minutes) 

EV12 – Pamplification = 1.8 

(25minutes) 

Driving time 36.4 minutes 25 min (pre-defined) 25 min (pre-defined) 25 min (pre-defined) 

Electrical 

energy 

consumption 

3.5kwh 4.9 Kwh 5.5Kwh 6.3Kwh 

Heat 

generated in 

Battery 

0.41M Joule 0.81M Joule 1.06 M Joule 1.34M Joule 

Average waste 

heat 

In battery 

190Watt (0.7w/cell) 540Watt (2.0W/cell) 706 Watt (2.6W/cell)  890W (3.3W/cell) 

Table 3: Joule heating in battery cells for different driving cycle 
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Figure 16 – CFD simulation of one battery string with 500W, maximum temp 50°C 

 

In the figure it can be visuble that the heat newer reach abow 50 °C wich is lower than the maximum 

alowerd celltemp of 65°C. This is a realistic real case in a hot summer day with a driver that can 

push the car. Noting by this simulations is that the hotest battery is the last cell. 

 

Figure 17- Simulations with variation of internal heating of the cells 

By adjusting the cell heating with value of 190w, 460w, 680w and 950w the simulations show that 

the internal heating have a great impact of the maximum temperature. This mean that the driver 

can affect the battery heating by driving more eco friendly. 
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Figure 18- Simulation where outdoor temperature was changed  

The outdoor temperature have a great impact of the battery temperature, the simulations with 

changing the outdoor temperature shows that increasing the outdoor temperature by X°C will 

affect the maximum temperature with roughly X°C. So it’s a proportional  

 

 

 

 

The heat conductivity of li-ion cell was hard value to find so by trying different value the 

simulations show that the temperature won’t be affected more than 1.5 degree. And for the most 

critical cell in the end will be even less affected. So a fault on this value won’t have any major effect 

of the final result. 
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Heat conductivity  

li-ion cell [w/m*k] 

Temp cell 1 

(closest to air inlet) 

Temp Cell 5 

( middle of the battery) 

Temp cell 9 

(Last cell of the airchannel) 

3 31.4 42.2 45.2 

5 30.1 41.8 45.0 

10 29.1 41.3 44.8 

Max ∆T [OC] 2.3OC 0.9 OC 0.4OC 

Table 4:  temperature differences depending on heat conductivity 
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Table 5: fan pressure variation 

If the static presser from the fan is less than the maximum possible pressure. The simulation with 

a lower air pressure didn’t change the temperature more than 2°C. 

 

For lifetime of a battery the internal heat distribution between the hottest and coldest battery is 

important, this simulation show that the first cell in the air channel get a lot more cooling than the 

last one. This will affect that the last cell will get warmer and also lower the life time of the last 

cells. This is acceptable in race application where the channels are minimized for saving space and 

weight. 
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Table 6. Parametric study of heat conductivity 
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4.2 Verification of model by data from competition EV12e 

The car EV12E was competing in the formula student competition in Italy 2016, the data can be 

used to verify the simulations. The car got problems with the motor controller after 6 km drive of 

that force the car to stop before finish the 22km. 

 

Figure 19, Logged data from Endurance at Formula student Italy 2016 

When the car was driving the first laps of the endurance the car used an average of 7500w, 

consumed 1,25kwh of electrical energy under a time of 485 sec. Based on the battery model and 

battery data in chapter 3.1 the average Joule heating were 250W and total heat generation in the 

battery of 0.12 MJ. The starting temperature of the battery was 32.1°C, the maximum temperature 

increase was 1.8°C. 

In the result with CFD simulation with a total heat source of 190W the maximum temperature 

increase was 2.7°C after 500 seconds. 
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5 Conclusions and future investigation 

5.1 Conclusion 

The Simulations conclude, battery cooling system in EV12e can keep the battery temperature 

within the maximum allowed cell temperature if the outdoor temperature is below 25oC. If 

the driver uses the maximum battery capacity (6.3Kwh), the internal cell heating can 

become come up to 1.3MJ of heat. 

Used CFD model indicate that it over estimate the temperature by 50%. With value in 

chapter 4.3 and the calculated it’s possible to see that the real battery temperature increase 0.9°C 

less than the theoretical value with and over estimation of 50%.   

Because of the temperature difference between the battery and air is only a few degrees the heat 

transfer will not have a great impact on the cell temperature, more likely the battery parameter or 

the specific heat capacity of the cells will affect more. The instrument and method to measure the 

internal resistance of the battery cell shall be only be used as a rough estimation. To calculate the 

true energy.  

 Assumed of a total driving time of 1500sec this will be an average of 900W. This internal heat is 

greatly impacted by the driver and track, if the driver make hard accelerations and de acceleration 

the electrical current in the battery will be higher and generate more heat losses.  

The car was driving in formula student Italy 2016 where the outdoor temperature were around 30-

35 degree, the battery cooling was good enough to not reach any critical temperature. The driver 

didn’t push the battery and drivetrain to the maximum limit due to some technical problems in the 

motor controller, when driving the endurance in Italy the car only used 40kw in peak power from 

the battery. The rules and powertrain allow 80Kw in peak, also the car stopped before it reach the 

battery limit, with some more driving testing have to be done for validate the battery cooling 

system.  

5.2 Battery in commercial electrical cars and Environmental 

The main aspect of commercial electrical cars is to keep a long life on the battery. Knowledge from 

this project can and racing can potential have a great impact of the future vehicle invention and 

developing of new technology that can be implemented personal vehicles. The electric powertrain 

have the benefit of no direct emission and high efficiency, if the electricity is made from a renewable 

energy source the CO2 pollution can almost be zero. What is not negligible for electric cars is the 

indirect emission and use of resources when manufacturing new cars, in the manufacturing process 

of making new battery cells demand a lot of energy and rare minerals. To get the total emission as 

low as possible it important for engineers to design the car and battery to get a long lifetime. If the 

car is able to run over a life time twice the distance before recycle the average emission/km will be 

the half.  

When designing a battery that shall achieve long life time the cell temperature is very critical, the 

temperature shall in a battery pack shall be as constant as possible and the temperature range is 

much smaller than in race application. So the geometry and system optimization goal would be 

different but simulation and method could be similar to this project.  
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5.3 Suggested future study and improvements 

Future tests and area to validate the model. 

 By analyze the battery cells with pulse -discharge method a more accurate battery model 

could confirm or deny if the battery model is accurate enough or not. By using a test rig 

that can measure the joule heating there is possible to test if the calculation from internal 

resistance is a good model of internal heating is a good model or not for the chosen battery.  

 Validate CFD and heat transfer model with wind tunnel tests and control that the air speed 

from CFD is the same as the real tested. 

 Compare CFD calculation with more and longer test drive from real driving to validate the 

cooling model. 

 Validate how design parameter of forced air-cooling make different of cooling for future 

battery cooling design. Eg. How gap with change cooling performance and temperature 

distribution in the battery pack. 
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Appendix A.  
Figure (A.1)   Datasheet of the EPS6300 battery cells that used in the battery box, from EPS system.

 


